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Reichshof Is An Outdoors Person's Dream Come True
Reichshof is a fast pace, modern, colorful holiday destination. This area offers a large untouched
nature spot full of opportunities to hunt, hike, camp, or fish.
If you like more adventurous sports, Reichshof also offers hang gliding, paragliding sailing,
ballooning, cycling, and Gokartfahren (go carting). If you are winter vacationing, this town also
offers ski and toboggan trails and rentals.
Reichshof is also a great place to vacation with the kids. They have several animal parks filled with
exotic birds and monkeys. Plus, there is a cave minerals museum, a modern railways exhibition,
and doll museum to look at one of the most popular models of the German heritage.

— Top Areas Of Interest
History
Webcams
Gunzenhausen
Sigmaringen

Or what about taking tours of the Baroque Church Coner Hagen, which is always glowing in light
and filled with ornate decor.
If you like hiking, there are several ideal spots for you. There is the Fairy Tale walk, which is perfect
for children eight and under. They are taken on and adventure through town filled with stories and
funny occurrences, and it finally ends in the restaurant bar named Linde.
There are also many other hiking destinations but none are as fascinating as the ones at
Lamatrekking. In this hike, you and your friendly llama and family pack a lunch and venture though
the landscape and scenery of beautiful Reichshof. During this, hikers can also barbecue at a
campfire if they request to.
If you want to spend a leisurely day, there are activities for just that. There is the ever popular hot
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air balloon ride that last about half a day and takes you over the large, beautiful scenery. Then
there’s the the Natural Children’s garden workshop which is another great place for your kiddies
to go to and have a good time and learn about the finer points of gardening.
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